WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE MINING INDUSTRY
Introduction

Water is one of the key resources required throughout the mining life cycle. It plays a crucial role in most mining and beneficiation processes (Fig 1). Water accounting affects the ability of individual mines to establish, and successfully operate. Mines put down special measures and controls to identify life-of-mine strategies for water conservation and management.

Stringent government and environment regulations have pushed mining organizations to re-focus on water management strategies and many are turning to technology driven water solutions. Technology can assist with innovative solutions to the challenge of sourcing water, it can help reduce water use and enable the designing of effective water management and treatment processes.

This point of view shares insights into water usage, challenges in water handling, treatment, monitoring and reporting of water data management through technology solution.

Challenges in water handling and management:

Water levels are depleting, and the focus is now on managing water. Infosys’ experience of working with mining customers enables us to identify solutions to reduce water consumption through operational efficiency and ensure zero discharge into the environment. Some of the key challenges that the industry encounters with regards to water handling and management are:

- **Different data sources and technology impacts:**
  Water data is maintained by various stakeholders which result in duplication of efforts. This could lead to non-compliance, increases risks which affect mining operations, and non-adherence to water license conditions.

- **Data quality/accuracy:**
  Most data related to water is collected and maintained manually. When this data needs to be reported, the process of compiling it can be time-consuming and many man-hours are spent on cleansing and validation.

- **Risk of non-compliance:**
  Water data captured from the mining site may be inaccurate and not calibrated over time, making it inaccurate. This can result in the discharging of water over safe levels and lead to non-compliance with legal requirements.

- **Enforcement of Governance and Standardization:**
  Data quality and management in separate systems is another challenge. It is difficult to implement process controls in water management and standardize water data in different areas in a timely manner.

- **Time-bound uncontrollable reporting:**
  Water managers and planners collate different parameters that are related to water. This requires them to reach out to different sites and systems which is time-consuming and to incorporate this data into a report. Since government regulations have made reporting mandatory, any inaccuracy can lead to issues with the license to operate.

- **Reduced Productivity:**
  Since much time is spent on data collection, this could shift the focus from other critical aspects of production.
Compliance complexity in water lifecycle

The mining companies access water from various sources, such as creeks, rivers, groundwater, and third-party contractors. This water is used in various operations, after which it is treated and discharged back into the environment. It is mandatory that water usage be properly tracked at various stages and reported. Many companies have KPIs to reduce the use of water and increase recycling. Water monitoring and reporting to the authorities start when permits are issued and keep changing with the mining activities until closure of Mine. Listed below are various data reports required for compliance (Fig-3).

![Figure 2: A Day scenario for Water Management](image)

**Compliance Types**

- Local
- State
- Federal
- Global
- Business Unit
- Organization

**Enabling Integrated Water Management Components**

- Live/Discrete Data
- Reports & supporting data
- Instruments data & Calibrations
- Documents / Picture / Videos
- Certificates & Acknowledgement
- Audits & Traceability

**Integrated Source Reports & Data Bases**

- Water tracking & Discharge rate
- Water Forecast & Release times
- Upload of water test Sample reports
- Event Management and Corrective actions
- Real time Pump Operation and Control
- Value and Stream device control
- Wastewater sampling & Management
- Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMR)
- GHG reporting
- Tailing Dam Status Detection and management
- Water Recycling management
- Water discharge monitoring
- GIS based reporting
- Environmental Data management
- Hazardous wastewater management
- Sustainability and KPI reporting and dashboards
- Incidents tracking
- Inspections tracking and management
- Audits
- Quality processes and improvement
- Learning management

![Figure 3: Water Data & Compliance Complexity](image)
Technology advancement in water lifecycle:

The proper forecasting of demand and automating water flow between the various stages of production will reduce manual intervention. This also ensures uninterrupted operations. For instance, if the water in the storage tanks of the processing plant is not replenished when it reaches the lower TARP (Trigger Action Response Plans) level, it could hamper processing operation.

Advanced analytics, algorithms, and data models can better ensure access to water and smooth operations. Over time, new data models can be built from historical data and used for predicting and defining current water usage. For instance, analysis of data from the pump maintenance can predict unplanned breakdowns and ensure condition-based maintenance via IoT devices and sensors connected to the pump. This will increase reliability and reduce failure.

Figure 4: Technology advancement in Water Management
- **Water Supply**
  Spatial data and hydrological data of groundwater and surface water are constantly monitored. Different devices are used to capture these details. Either the data is manually captured, or the process is automated and regular updates are entered into the water data management system. The water transferred through automated pumps are operated based on the water levels in the storage tanks. Flow meters installed at various points monitor the flow of water across the pipelines.

- **Water Storage**
  Water storage is key as it keeps operations running. Dashboards show the storage levels and the storage curves help the water operations team to manage both the source and demand. Configurable limits for the TARP level ensure that the demand and supply are based on the season and water availability. Automated pumps ensure that the storage level does not drop below a predetermined threshold. Accurate data enables the setting of metrics on the dashboard and automating control systems. Forecasting demand and supply based on consumption patterns and how the mine receives water from its source helps in planning.

- **Water Consumption**
  Key parameters can be collected through automated telemetry and process controls implemented for triggering non-compliance events. The system controls authorization with decision-making for preventive action. The continuous monitoring of key parameters in the processing plants ensures the safety of water – be it for drinking or places where the water is discharged into the environment. The forecasted non-compliance triggers an alert where action is required to control and monitor anomalies and set threshold values. For instance, if the pH level or any key parameter of the water drops below a safe level, water supply is automatically reduced or stopped. The operations team in turn is alerted that they need to act.

- **Water Discharge**
  The system collects data from different areas and checks whether the combined value of key parameters from different release points is within the compliance range. This information is displayed on a dashboard and the user can open water release points remotely through this new system. The weather forecast combined with the automated valve operation and calculation of the water parameters triggers events using scenarios created from past data. This is done with the use of algorithms. The predicted water release time is forecasted, and the water release is optimized at various release points, centrally. This helps teams in managing the release points efficiently and avoid any compliance events.

- **Water Management Dashboard**
  A real-time view of the demand for water in each part of the operation helps in managing water consumption and usage. A dashboard with real-time data reduces time to generate a report, and helps the water management team to make faster and informed decisions.

### Figure 5: Water Usage and Management
Success Story: Water Management Program for a Leading Resources Company

Infosys successfully delivered a project with long-term goals. We defined an asset water strategy and asset water master plan by outlining the water objectives. We implemented a scalable architecture and aligned data systems. We also integrated an environmental and operational platform by enabling cross-functional analysis and reporting to drive improvement. This enabled us to set water management priorities and decisions, determine cumulative surface water and groundwater impacts, and adopt digital technology to collect, transfer, load, and store water data to define water quality, testing, and reporting parameters.
Conclusion:
Water is highly regulated in the mining industry and each enterprise generates large quantities of water data which is stored in silos. Data has the potential to power each aspect of water consumption, from storage to governance. A centralized water dashboard for reporting, monitoring, and control is essential for large scale water management (Fig-6). This can introduce transparency and visibility to stakeholders within the enterprise, speed, and simplify reporting of water consumption to regulatory bodies and ensure compliance.
Infosys can help you leverage a intelligent water management system by deploying emerging technology for connecting processes to infrastructure, devices to systems, information to operational technology, that is infused by one sourced data, business intelligence and data. It helps to collect real-time data from smart sensors, as well as, access data from legacy PLC, SCADA, MES systems and make it available in data warehouses on the cloud. It also benefits to create leading-edge water control for business needs and sustainable operations.
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